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我们的现实生活中. 在波导问题中, 如果电磁波的频率给定, 那么传播常数就是一个非























































































In microwave engineering, waveguides and resonant cavities are both very important
microwave devices, and they are widely applied in our daily life. In waveguide problems,
if the frequency of electromagnetic wave is given, then propagation constant will be a
very important physical parameter. In resonant cavity problems, resonant frequency is a
very important physical parameter. When the cross section of the waveguide is irregular
or the waveguide is filled with inhomogeneous media, it is difficult to find the analytical
solution of waveguide problems; when the geometry of the cavity is very complex or the
cavity is filled with inhomogeneous media, it is also difficult to find the exact resonant
frequencies of resonant cavity problems. However, we usually need to know these funda-
mental physical parameters of the devices in microwave engineering, therefore numerical
methods are used in order to solve for them. The waveguide problem and resonant cavity
problem in electromagnetism are usually eigenvalue problems about curl-curl operators.
These eigenvalue problems are collectively known as Maxwell’s eigenvalue problems. For
numerical solvers to Maxwell’s eigenvalue problems, if the numerical algorithm is used
improperly, spurious numerical eigenvalues will be present in numerical results. For ex-
ample, employing nodal basis functions to solve an inhomogeneous waveguide problem
will lead to the presence of many spurious eigenvalues. A good numerical algorithm must
have the ability to remove all the spurious eigenvalues. The cost of such a good numerical
algorithm should be as small as possible, and numerical solutions can converge to exact
solutions as fast as possible. This thesis mainly discusses the mixed finite element method
(FEM) for Maxwell’s eigenvalue problems. The outline of this thesis is as follows:
In Chapter 1, we have reviewed electromagnetic theory, including Maxwell’s equa-
tions, constitutive relation and boundary conditions in electromagnetism. Afterwards we
have also reviewed the finite element technology, given frequently-used Green’s formulae
in FEM in the meanwhile. Finally the definition of the group in abstract algebra is given,
because this will be used in the chapter of waveguide problems.
In Chapter 2, we address the well-known problem that the conventional edge ele-
ment method in solving vector Maxwell’s eigenvalue problem will lead to the presence of















chapter uses the mixed FEM to suppress the presence of these nonphysical zero eigenval-
ues successfully. We introduce a Lagrangian multiplier to deal with the constraint of the
divergence-free condition. Our method is based on employing the CT/LN or LT/QN edge
element basis functions to expand the electric field and 𝑃1 or 𝑃2 nodal basis functions
to expand the Lagrangian multiplier. Our numerical experiments show that this method
can successfully remove all nonphysical zero and nonzero modes, and verify that when the
cavity has only one connected perfect electric conductor (PEC) boundary, then there is
no physical zero eigenvalue. Otherwise, the number of physical zero eigenvalues is one less
than the number of disconnected PEC boundaries. The numerical testings also show that
when the smoothness of the exact eigenfunctions is very good, the higher-order mixed
FEM can enhance the convergence order of numerical eigenvalues; when the smoothness
of the exact eigenfunctions is very bad, the higher-order mixed FEM cannot improve con-
vergence order of numerical eigenvalues and the technology of local mesh refinement may
be needed.
In Chapter 3, based on the idea of the Abelian group theory in abstract algebra,
we find a sufficient condition of having independent TE and TM modes in a waveguide
filled with a homogenous anisotropic lossless medium. For independent TE modes, we
prove the nonzero cut-off wavenumbers obtained from the longitudinal scalar magnetic
field stimulation and transverse vector electric field stimulation are the same in theory.
For independent TM modes, we also prove the nonzero cut-off wavenumbers obtained
from the longitudinal scalar electric field stimulation and transverse vector magnetic field
stimulation are the same in theory. We have carried out several numerical experiments
to verify the correctness of the condition given by us. We hope that this condition
is helpful for the design of waveguides with a homogenous anisotropic lossless medium
in microwave engineering community. At last we give the governing equations about
waveguide problems filled with inhomogeneous anisotropic lossless media according to the
source-free Maxwell’s equations, and we make use of the mixed FEM to solve a waveguide
problem filled with inhomogeneous isotropic lossless media.
In Chapter 4, we treat the 3D resonant cavity problems that are contaminated by
nonphysical zero modes in the conventional FEM with edge elements. This chapter main-
ly investigates the cavities with anisotropic lossless media, complex geometry structure
and perfect electric conductor walls, and eliminate all the nonphysical zero and nonzero















the divergence-free condition. Our method is based on the mixed FEM employing the
CT/LN edge basis functions to expand the electric field and linear element basis func-
tions to expand Lagrangian multiplier. At the same time, our method is extended to the
second-order mixed FEM where LT/QN edge basis functions are used to expand electric
field and 𝑃2 nodal basis functions to expand Lagrangian multiplier. The validity of our
method is confirmed by several numerical experiments. In the meanwhile, the numerical
experiments show that when the cavity has only one connected PEC boundary, there is
no physical zero mode; when the cavity has several disconnected PEC boundaries, then
the number of physical zero modes is equal to one less than the number of disconnected
PEC boundaries. Because of the huge computation costs of numerical solvers about cavity
problem, especially for 3D resonant cavity problem, we develop a new two-grid scheme
for the numerical computation of resonant cavity problem. Numerical testings show that
this new scheme can also remove all the nonphysical nonzero and zero modes, and reduce
computation costs efficiently.
In Chapter 5, we list some challenging problems in computation electromagnetics,
including 3D resonant cavity problem with a conducting medium, and the 3D open res-
onant cavity problem. About 3D resonant cavity problem with a conducting medium,
this is a non-linear PDE eigenvalue problem. Until now this problem has been not solved
thoroughly by a good numerical method. Of course, this new numerical method must
remove all the nonphysical nonzero and zero modes. About the 3D open resonant cavity
problem with a lossless medium, the main difficulty is that the computational domain is
unbounded. However, most numerical methods about PDE problems are carried out in
bounded domain. We truncate an unbounded domain to a bounded domain by virtue
of the PML technology. Because the media in PML are with conducting loss, using the
mixed FEM to solve 3D open cavity problem will introduce PML spurious modes. How
to remove these PML spurious modes is an important problem. Finally, we would like
to study a priori error estimate of the mixed FEM for the resonant cavity problem with
lossless anisotropic media.
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